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Prescriptivism and Usage.  Spring 2004.  Handout 5.

1.  Fifth assignment (for CSP course, for 3 May; for SIS course, for 5 May).
Reading assignment: extract from Wolfram & Fasold (1974); first part of AMZ, “Stranded to...”

(1982).
Homework assignment:  Using the list of sentences from the stranded-to article as a questionnaire

and the instructions to subjects in that article, collect judgments on these 21 examples from at least ten
people.  (You can give the sentences in print or orally, but in either case you should encourage your
subjects to respond quickly, without a lot of thought.)  Summarize the responses and look for patterns in
them, along the lines in my article (or any others that you might see).  Briefly describe your results.  Feel
free to comment on problems with particular examples and on reactions from your subjects.  (Note: there
will be a lot of “noise” in your data, as a result of idiosyncratic responses, irrelevant characteristics of the
examples, and sunspots, in addition to actual variation between individuals.  Try not to be too alarmed
about that.)

2.   Reminder (from Handout 1):  There are many different types of advice literature:
2.1.  The complaint literature (don’t do this!  it’s awful!)  [“Complaint literature” from Milroy &

Milroy (1999:ch. 1)]
Milroy, James & Leslie Milroy.  1999.  Authority in language: Investigating Standard English.

3rd. ed.  London: Routledge.
2.2.  Authoritative usage advice (the Fowler tradition)
2.3.  Grammar and usage manuals for students
2.4.  Style manuals for authors and editors, e.g.
  American Psychological Association.  2001.  Publication manual of the American Psychological

Association.  Washington DC: APA.
  Chicago Manual of Style.  2003.  The Chicago manual of style: The essential guide for writers,

editors, and publishers.  15th ed.  Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press.
  Gibaldi, Joseph.  1998.  MLA style manual and guide to scholarly publishing.  NY: Modern

Language Association.
  Goldstein, Norm.  2000.  The Associated Press stylebook and briefing on media law.  Rev. ed.

Cambridge MA: Perseus Publishing.
2.5.  Advice on effective writing and/or speaking; for a level-headed introduction to this sort of

literature, see
  Cazort, Douglas.  1997.  Under the grammar hammer: The 25 most important grammar mistakes

and how to avoid them.  Updated ed.  NY: Barnes & Noble.

3.  The cases so far (PAP, dangling modifiers, split infinitives, stranded prepositions) tend to show a
progression in the advice literature, from the discovery of potential problems, through helpful usage
advice (choosing between alternative expressions), to claims about necessary truths:

3.0.  Search for what you see as errors and infelicities in writing (and speech).
3.1.  Decontextualize these: look at isolated sentences.
3.2.  Give helpful usage advice, e.g. subjectless sentence adverbials can give rise to unintended

interpretations, and you should avoid the ones that do.
3.3.  Issue blanket usage proscriptions, e.g. don’t use dangling modifiers.  Just Say No.
3.4.  Declare these proscriptions to be matters of grammar (what is or is not grammatical in some

variety of English) rather than usage (what are the best choices in context).
3.5.  Disregard the practice of skillful writers of Efgswe (established, formal, general, standard,

written English) when it conflicts with these “rules of grammar”.  Even Homer Nods.
3.5.  Maintain that these “rules of grammar” are externally justified, by “logic” or the definitions

of grammatical terms.  It Has To Be So.
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4.  At step 3.4, you’re declaring violations of the proscriptions to be “mistakes”.
4.1.  Insofar as you do this, you’ll be inclined to lump them together with inadvertent errors (slips

of the tongue and pen), as if people who say nucular were really aiming for nuclear but misfired along the
way – and then you’ll be annoyed that people keep making the same mistakes over and over again, as if
they were just utterly inattentive.

4.2.  You’ll also be inclined to extend bans from writing to speech, and from formal contexts .to
informal ones.  Bad is bad, right?

5.  Efgswe in detail:
5.1.  Established, not innovative.  Innovative alternatives to existing forms are especially

problematic.
5.2.  Formal, not informal/colloquial.
5.3.  General 1, not restricted to some geographical region.
5.4.  General 2, not restricted to some specialized use (recipes, newspaper headlines, personals

ads, sports broadcasting,...)
5.5.  General 3, not restricted to some social group (but see discussion of “standard”).
5.6.  Standard, not non-standard.  See below.
5.7.  Written, not spoken.

6.  Standards:
6.1.  Neutral and evaluative senses of standard.
6.2.  Formally negotiated standards: standard railway gauges, standard hardware sizes,

diagnostic standards in medicine, standard formats for recordings...  Promulgated by authorities or official
groups, for good practical reasons.  High degree of arbitrariness.

From Bowker & Starr (1999:243):  “...we know from a long and gory history of attempts to
standardize information systems that standards do not remain standard for very long, and that one
person’s standard is another’s confusion and mess...”

  Bowker, Geoffrey C. & Susan Leigh Star.  1999.  Sorting things out: Classification and its
consequences.  Cambridge MA: MIT Press.

Linguistic standards (except for those that have to do with mechanical aspects of writing and
printing) are almost all informally negotiated.  Note: spelling and punctuation mostly belong to the
formally negotiated group.

6.3.  Informally negotiated standards are strongly associated with social elites – people with
prestige, power, and privilege – and are not necessarily “general” at all.

6.4.  There’s a strong tendency to shift from the neutral sense of standard to the evaluative sense,
to assume that what’s standard is what’s the BEST, and that what’s non-standard is inferior, defective,
sloppy.

Lying behind this shift is the idea that people belong to elite groups because they DESERVE to.
Strongly opposed to this belief in the case of language (and aspects of culture in general) is the

fact that what counts as standard varies dramatically from time to time and place to place: the case of
rlessness/rfulness.  Linguistic forms and features are “just stuff”, with no intrinsic “social meaning”.  In
fact, non-standard stuff almost invariably turns out to have significant communicative values (in addition
to its social values).

But if you believe in the intrinsic goodness of standard stuff, you’ll see non-standard speakers as
having rejected high-quality goods in favor of shoddy stuff – as being not only ignorant, but stubbornly
ignorant (Bolinger).


